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ABSTRACT. An one ton electroniagn  ̂for use in cosmic ray research with a sliallow 
clond chamber, has been installed in the Institute of Nuclear I’hvsic.s. For convenience 
in photography, one of the pole pieces has been bored. The field strength attainable with 
a current of 7 amperes is about 3630 gauss over the die 'five regi.m in the pjle gap. A 
shallow cloud chamber, 2.5 cm deep and 15 cm in internal diameter, has been used. A 
complete description of the automatic' sequence control mechanisms has been given. In 
automatic test runs, tbe performance of the apparatus ha.s proved quite satisfactory.

I N T R O D U C T I t ^ N

The importance of a properly calibrated magnetic field for some specific 
cosmic ray experiments cannot be over-estimated. For in.stance, in experi
ments on the determination of mass of cosmic ray part ides from momentum 

loss in a metal plate of suitable thickness placed inside the cloud chamber, 
in finding out the energy spectrum of charged particles from measurement 
of curvatures, in distinguishing positive particles from negative ones and 
also, to fix the ratio of their numbers, a suitable magnetic field is a prerequi
site. Most of the modern cloud chambers are fitted witfi very powerful 
magnetic field producing devices. The electromagnets used by Kunze (i933). 
Anderson (1933), Blackett (1936), Hughes and Jones (1940) and others are 
very big* and massive; they are capable of producing high fields at a com
paratively high power consumption. For the quantitative studies of cosmic 
ray particles in the high enei gy region of the energy spectrum, high fields 
are absolutely necessary. For the .study of particles in the low energy region, 
however, smaller fields can be conveniently produced with not too massive 
electromagnets, at a reasonable power consumption. Besides reducing the 
cost, the use of lesser amount of iron and copper for the electromagnet has 
the additional advantage of reducing undesirable scattering effect.

With the above ends in view, and especially for experiments with a 
-shallow cloud chamber, wc have installed an electro-magnet with other 
accessory mechanisms. A shallow cloud chamber, 2.5 cm deep and 15 cm 
in internal diameter, has been used. The very light diaphragm of the 
chamber has necessitated the development of an automatic electro-mechanical 
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device to keep the compressing pressure stabilized within a narrow range 
on either side of the optimum working value. The illumination for photo
graphing tracks is provided with an arc discharge flash lamp (P'.T. 126, Int. 
G .E .C ). A  simple and reliable triggering circuit has been developed for 
firing the flash lamp. An objectionable feature of employing f^^h ^f^ps 
in cloud chamber photography has beeu noticed and a simple electronic device 
has been made to counteract this.

The details of the different parts of the entire unit are given under their 
respective headings.

(a) The Electromagnet.— The electromagnet is horse-shoe shaped. 
The core proper weighs nearly 18 mds. (1440 lbs), each magnetising coil 2\ 
mds. (aoo lbs) and the pole-piecess mds (120 lbs) each. The magnetising 
coil consists of 20 layers leach 108 turns) of i i  S .W .G . (about •345 cm) copper 
wire. The wire is silk covered, having a surface layer of lacquer to insure 
sufficient insulation. The total resistance of the magnetising coils is 3.5 
Ohms. The dimensions of the magnet and coils are given in figure i.  The  
magnet has been seated on three massive stone chip pillars 94 cm high. To  
increase structural strength, the i*illars have been interconnected \>y 
of a reinforced transverse block ly i  cm high. Liberal spacing hgs beep kept 
between front pillars seating the pole-pieces so that, if occassiou demands, 
about 70 cm of lead absorbers can be used underneath the cloud chamber. 
The magnet current is supplied from the laboratory 220 D.C. mains, using 
variable resistances to alter the magnetising current. Considering the 
cal errors involved in the types of experiments that can be done iî ith 
apparatus, we have not fell it.necessary to introduce any currcnt-st£(hiliaing 
device at present. W ith the magnet running for 24 hours at a 6 gmparaa 
rating, the increase in the temperature of the core is just a littje oy^r J®C. 
This has been measured by means of thermometer dipped in matcpry in a 
narrow hole drilled in the pole piece carrying the cloui chaiphfr. It is 
expected that with an air blast arrangement sufficient cooling cap be pfpducfd 
to push down the rise in temperature to l° C ,  which will not gfeatly  
the performance of the chamber.

The pole-piece facing the cloud chamber has a cylindrical bP|f §f 4^ 
inch diameter and 9 inch axial length, so that photographi| cpp bg takjen 
directly. The hole has, of course, introduced a certain degree of nftjjTfigifp^- 
mity and also a considerable amount of reduction in t|ie effective ^ I d  
strength. For this reason, the calibration of the magnetic field llflS 
done rather elaborately. A  simple and specially designed searcli C9i| dayjce 
has been used for the three dimensional mapping of the magnetic ppr
this purpose, the entire pule gap has been divided into to planes'
parallel to the pole faces, with a spacing of i  cm between successive p}|^en. 
Each of these planes, again, has been divided by 12 vertical apd fo  
lines and field strengths at the points of intersections
way the entire field space has been investigated. The reeplts fii JifUd
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F i g . I
Perspective view of the magnet and supporting pillars (for clarity, right hand coil and

pole-piece not shown)

investigation have been graphically represented (figure 2). It has been found th 
for a given plane parallel to the pole faces, the deviation of the field strength 
near a peripheral region of about 2 cm is about 15%  of the more or less 
uniform value in the central region of that plane. It is seen frotn the plot 
that upto a distance of about 3 cm from the pole-piece supporting the cloud 
chamber, the fall in the field strength in the effective region is almost 
linear ; the field strength for the remaining region upto the drilled pole piece 
is sensibly constant. W ith the cloud chamber w e  have designed, the glass 
ring occupies the region of constant field strength. Thus, for all practical

4— Z778P— 10
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F ig . 2

Variation of field in the effective reginn

purposes, the same calibration curve will serve for chambers of different 
depths.

(b) The magnet circuit breaking device.— It is well known that 
when a coil of large self inductance carrying a sufficiently heavy current is 
opened, a large back E.M .F. is developed at the points of opening and 
thus, the breaking switch is gradually damaged due to sparking. To 
obviate this, a very simple device has been used (figure 5). Two 150 watts, n o  
volts lamps have been arranged in parallel with the magnet coils. Normal
ly, when the magnet is on, the lamps are off. Just prior to breaking the 
magnet current, the lamps are switched on, so that they glow due to the 
current from the mains. Now, when the mains are cut off, the magnet 
coils and the lamp filaments fall in series, so that the surge current due to 
the back E M.F. finds a closed path of considerable resistance. Conse
quently, the damage due to the heavy sparking in the open circuit is avoided.

The cloud chamber.— A sectional diagram of the cloud chamber is 
given in figure 8. The bottom of the chamber has been specially designed 
to fit closely the protruding disc on the pole-piece on which it is secured by 
means of two radial screws.



The diaphragm of the cloud chamber has been made of two 5 inch 
circular aluminium discs 1/16 inch thick, with a larger diameter rubber-cloth 
sand-wiched between them by means of a large number of peripheral rivets. 
Thus constructed, the diaphragm is very light and hence, fast in action. 
The requisite expansion ratio is controlled by means ' of three lateral conical 
plugs carrying wedge-pieces at their ends. The conical plugs have been 
very carefully ground to reduce the air leakage from the back compartment 
as far as possible. The forward position of the diaphragm is limited by the 
brass ring on which the glass ring of the cloud chamber has been mounted ; 
the backward position (that is, when the actual expansion of the chamber 
has taken place) is determined by the position of a baffle plate, attached to 
the bottom of the cloud chamber by means of three short springs. The 
position of the baffle plate and hence, the expansion ratio of the chamber, 
is controlled by moving the wedge-pieces either inwards or outward. This 
will be clear from the sectional diagram of the chamber. There is a pressure 
gauge to record the initial and final pressures in the chamber.

T h e  supply of co m p ressin g  air.— Although the compressing air is 
supplied by means of an automatic air compressor, the reducer valve itself 
is not sufficient to give a pressure-stabilized supply of air. As the diaphragm 
is rather delicate, any excess com])re.ssing pressure has a tendency to buckle 
it, so that, the optimum conditions for recording tracks of particles passing 
through the chamber are disturbed. For this reason, a subsidiary electro
mechanical device has been developed by the author (Das. 1950). which, in 
conjunction with a stabilizer tank, maintains the pressure of the compressing 
air stabilized within a narrow range. A  detailed description of the construc
tion and working of this pressure stabilizing device has been published

csrlicr •
T h e  e x p a n s i o n  T u l v c - T h e  design and perfoimance of the expansion 

v a lv e  is a very important consideration in any cloud chamber work. We 
have used a valve of the Fussell type, being the simplest and most convenient. 

Use of this type of valve has a few advantages

the valve is directly connected to the primary control rod passing^throug

the axis of the soft iron core of the solenoid magnet ^«djhus.^it^is

free from too sure of its final

Dng a potent source of mechanisms controlling the automatic

^ ttii^ 'o f  the'vaTve. A  sectional diagram of the valve is given in figure. 3.

The illuminating sy stem — As the

the immediate ^Te’ ôrm̂ â  ^ocedure of using xxo volts

Automatic ^Vilson Cloud Chamber in a Magnetic Field 4S3
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W’ould not do. The geometrical configuration in the present case would 
compel us to use one such bulb above and the other below the chamber ; 
consequently, the expansion initiating G.M . counters can not be used for 
distances less than i6 inches. The focusing of the beam through the 
effective volume of the chamber also bocomes very imperfect witli this 
arrangement. Besides, the presence of the material of the bulbs in the path 
of the incoming cosmic lays is not desirable from more than one stand-points. 
W e have solved this difficulty by using modern arc dischaige lamps.

A  single tube (caiiillary length 6 inches) has been used from the front 
edge of the chamber. The capillary of the flash tube has been backed by 
a“6 inch high parabolic cylindrical reflector, made of i/i6  inch aluminium 
sheet (figure 6/. The p a r t i b  of the reflector is shaped accurately para
bolic, the focal axis coinciding with the capillary. The locus of the parabola 
is also at the focus of the piano-cylindrical condensing lens (2 inch focal 
length, 6 inch long, i inch aperture), so that we get a highly intense and 
almost parallel beam of light. To increase the reflecting power, an i mil. 
thick aluminium foil has been fixed, without any kink, on the leflectoi.

To fire the flash tube, a simple and efficient triggering device has been 
developed in our laboratory. A detailed description of the design and opera
tion of the triggering device has been published earlier (Das, 1050). ( )ne
objectionable featuie of these flash tubes is that they sometimes flash over 
erratically, that is, give light flashes without any correlation with any record
able event, which, in the piesent case, is the passage of a charged particle 
through the cloud chamber. It seems that flash tubes controlled by means 
of external triggering electrodes invariably suffer from this defect (Bourne,
1048). T o  counteract the effect of this erratic behaviour on cioud chain ler
photography, a simple electronic device has been developed by the author 

(Das, i 95 t>)-
T U  automaiic coMroi - T l »  contre.

can be described under the following headings :
U) Firing the thyratron shunting the electro-magnet of the expansion

valve, by a voltage pulse from a desired event.
(2) Release of the armature carrying the valve (expansion of the

chamber) second of the expansion.

Setting the driving motor in motion.
Resetting the valve. ,
Winding up the exposed i»ortion of the film.

C7, B rea k in g  the m otor circuit at the end of the cyc le .
■ iie positive pulse dus to the occurrouce of a recordable event Sres the 

thvratron which is iu parallel with the raagnelising coil of the valve .uagnet 
-t Now during the conducting stage, tho total resistance of the 

S ^ t r o n  c ircu it ’(that is. internal resistance of the thyratroa plus the external

Automatic Ŵ i7son Cloud Chamber in a Magnetic Field 487

(4)
?5)
(6)

(7}
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F io . 7
Automatic sequence control mechanism (For clarity, some parts have been drawn sectionally)

current limiting resistance JR) is much smaller than the resistance of the m ag
netising coil, so much so, that the thyratron acts as a shunt to the magnet 
circuit. A s the magnetising current is kept just at the optimum level (in this 
case 30 milli-amps) the armature flies off ; consequently, expansion of the 
chamber takes place (figure 4).

After the release of the valve, the bevelled aluminium block (figure 7) B 
occupies a position, displaced considerably in the forward direction ; conse
quently, the JL-pieces are moved laterally. This lateral movement is com
municated through the long levers Ri and JRa to the various switches 
Si, S3, S3 and S4. Each of the electric switches is made of a thin and a thick 
phosphor-bronze strip with lengths .so adjusted as to give sufficient restoring 
force. The actual contact points arc of platinum so that corrosion due spark
ing is greatly reduced. The switch Ss breaks the plate of the thyratron, 
thus extinguishing it. The swith S3 removes the pre-expansion ion-sweep
ing field just after the expansion of the chamber.

The switch i'l sets the driving motor in motion. Now, the position Of 
the cam K  has been so adjusted initially, that just after the motor starts it 
begins to pull the lever rod JR3. This motion is transmitted through the 
lever arm to the magnet armature which is gradually pushed toward 
the magnet core until it is kept attracted to it. Under the joint restoring 
action of the phosphor-bronge strips and the steel spring S, the switches 
5 i, 53, S3, and S« are restored to their initial positions within 10 seconds of 
the starting of the motor. Now, the pin P  fixed to the pinion wheel W  
is moved past the contact knob K 1 so that the motor circuit is now closed 
through the switch 5 «, until it is again broken by the separation of the
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c o n ta c t p o in ts a t the end of the cycle  b y  the pin P . T h e  sw itch  Sn is such 
th a t it  fin a lly  closes the th yratron  plate c ircu it. A s  the coini>lete cy c le  of 
a u to m a tic  sequen ces lasts for nearly m inutes, it is clear th a t w ith out the 
sw itc h  S s f  w h ich  closes the thyratron plate c ircu it at the end of the cycle , 
th ere  is a lw a y s  a risk of the chainl^er being tripped w ithin  a cycle  ; that is, 
b e fo re  it  has been reset com pletely.

T h e  cone o f the cup-cone- air in let v a lv e  V  is r ig id ly  pinned to the 
sh a ft F j .  D u rin g  the tim e the motor is in m otion, the cone com pletes the 
ro ta tio n  and establishes com m unication of the back com partm ent of the 
c lo u d  ch am ber w ith  the ait pressure stabilizer. T h e  second shaft 7̂ 3 hi 
c o n ju ctio n  w ith  tw o arm s joined by m eans of universal gim bals, wunds up 
th e  ex p o se d  portion  of the film , so that a fresh portion of the film conies up 
fo r  re co rd in g  the n e x t event. In this w a / , the entire seciuence of autom atic 

co n tro l is com p leted .
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F i g . 8
T ran sv erse  view o f the cloud cham ber

T h e  Photographic A r r a n g c a r c l - - A t  present we are using «
.1 rte jT r a XT iimtified in View or the tact

leus arTangement tor photography. ample provision tor
that the chanrher is a shallow J  Sonnar

diverting to a egective distance ot i6 inches from the

frm t "glass plate and the pictures obtained have a diameter of t ,7  cm, t at

is, the reduction in size is nearly m the ratio of 8.3 . •
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T H E  P E R F O R M A N C E  OF T H E  A P P A R A T U S

A  few automatic test runs of the complete apparatus were made by 
means of three Geiger Muller counters in coincidence. The cloud chamber 
was filled with a mixture of air and oxygen up to a total pressure of 84 cm of 

mercury. The liquid mixture used was 40% water and 60% absolute 
alcohol. A Ra-source was placed at a distance of S ft. and a collimated beam 
of gamma rays allowed to enter the cloud chamber. This step was taken, 
because, when the chamber expands due to accidental coincidence of G. M. 
counter pulses, there will be, in general, no track formation inside the 
cloud chamber and, thi.s is specially true for a shallow could chamber. An 
ionising agent, such as a weak gamma source, properly shielded from the 
counters, w’ould always send a few y-rays into the chamber, producing 
secondary electrons. Thus, the condition of the cloud chamber as regards 
formation of tracks can be checked at any stage of the operation of the 
chamber. In a test picture supplied, plate X V II, the secondary electron tracks 
are quite clearly seen. The picture also shows a long track presumably due 
to a charged cosmic ray particle. We hope to put the apparatus to the study of 
some suitable cosmic ray problem involving the use of a magnetic field of the 
order of 3, 500 gauss.
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